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La Puerta al Sahara (An Intermediate novel for learners of Spanish)------------~{}~------------The

Pirates of the Sahara... The Blue Men... Who are these mysterious raiders? Twenty two year old

Alejandra and her twin sister are far from the luxurious Tunisian beaches and deep in the problems

that drown the deserts of northern Africa. â€œWhy couldnâ€™t you go somewhere normal after you

graduate?â€• Mother had asked. Well... where is the adventure in that?This mini-novel for language

learners was written as the author travelled through post-revolution Tunisia. â€œLa Puerta al

Saharaâ€• will give language learners a glimpse of an intriguing Arab world seldom visited by

tourists. Find unexpected friendship as you page through "La Puerta".Note: This book is 7,100

words long and uses all of the Spanish tenses and moods. The vocabulary is limited and some of

the difficult words are translated within the text itself.
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This eBook helps a lot at my level of Spanish. This is easier to read than most newspaper articles. I

tend to look up about 2 or 3 words per "page" on my Kindle 2. My Kindle 2 allows replacing the

dictionary with a translation dictionary. Replaced with Miriam Webster Spanish - English for

$US6.36Note that the Kindle Fire does NOT have the dictionary replace feature (yet).I am definitely



going to buy the author's other book "Anabela Por Siempre". I hope that the author plans several

more.It would be *really* excellent if the book was delivered with audio also. It would be really good

to listen to the book after reading it a couple times. I find that listening is more difficult than reading.If

you haven't done so already - download the FREE "A First Spanish Reader" by Alfred Remy.

I found this book great for people who want to learn spanish. Its excellent because it is fun and it is

at a level which can make spanish learners enjoy and learn. For this purpose I also recommend Un

Viaje Por La Historia Universal (Spanish Edition).

I found these books written by Christine Tiday through  as I was looking for something to help

review Spanish in preparation to begin taking Spanish classes again after many years. I've tried a

lot of Spanish Readers and most of them seem a bit archaic and not very interesting. I like these

books, they're simple stories but not boring and are challenging enough to keep me checking on

phrases and words here and there. I hope she writes more.

It was exactly the book that I was looking for. Easy going and fun to read. The big advantage of this

approach is that it is all Spanish and not English-Spanish, so you stay, fully immersed, into the

Spanish language.

Very happy with my purchase. I am learning SPanish through a variety of means. This book is

perfect for intermediate level Spanish students (those developing their verb tenses & hoping to

enrich their vocabulary beyond fundamentals)

An excellent reader for Intermediate students of Spanish. The language does not have difficult

constructions while maintaining a register that is suitable for an adult audience. It uses

contemporary Spanish with current idioms and has a good story line.

I am learning spanish from scratch so when read spanish newspapers and novels, I need to spend

an inordinate amount time looking up words. This book was much easier and enjoyable for me.

A good work for people at that intermediate stage of learning Spanish. Too advanced for beginners,

the novel is a fun and at times exciting adventure story that teaches as it entertains.
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